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The majority of Chinese characters are compound characters, consisting of at 
least two components: a semantic radical and a phonetic radical.  Over the last decade, 
sublexical processing at the level of radicals has been explored using a variety of 
experimental paradigms such as naming (e.g., Seidenberg, 1985; Fang, Horng, & 
Tzeng, 1986; Hue, 1992), backward priming (Perfetti & Zhang, 1991; Tan, Hossain & 
Peng, 1995) and verification (Chua, 1999).  In this thesis, I will report the results from 
two other paradigms used to gauge the role of the phonetic radical in the reading of 
Chinese characters. 
The phonetic regularity of Chinese characters comprises both syllable and tone 
phonology.  To date, the research on the time course of prelexical phonological 
recoding of Chinese characters remains equivocal (Perfetti & Tan, 1998 vs. H.-C. 
Chen & Shu, 2001) and raises the question of methodological differences including 
proficiency amongst skilled readers.  In order to separate possible effects of syllable 
and tone phonology in reading, two tasks that do not explicitly require phonological 
recoding were employed to investigate the phonetic regularity of Chinese characters 
at three levels: same onset, same rime, same tone (SOSRST), same onset, same rime, 
different tone (SOSRDT) and different onset, different rime, different tone 
(DODRDT).  The first task required participants to make a lexical decision.  The 
second task was a speeded radical search task at three target exposure times (43 ms, 
57 ms and 85 ms). 
Data from the lexical decision task, with normal presentation, showed that 
there was no effect of phonetic regularity, but with fast presentation times in radical 
search, an effect of syllable phonology was found as early as 43 ms, whereas an effect 
 v
 of tone phonology was only found at 85 ms.  These results suggest that phonetic 
regularity effect is salient in skilled reading of Chinese characters even when the task 
does not demand explicit phonological awareness:  Participants took the longest time 
to find a phonetic radical that has a completely different phonology (DODRDT) from 
a Chinese character.  As the SOA increases, that is, when the participants were given 
more time to view and process the target, they had more information and hence they 
were able to respond more quickly. 
A post-test hanyu pinyin transcription task was administered to ascertain 
stimulus and participant homogeneity.  As expected, participants made more 
transcription errors when the character differed only in tone from its base phonetic 
radical.  Data from lexical decision and visual search experiments were then re-
analysed treating transcription errors as incorrect responses.  With noise reduced, a 
small “phonology-hurts” effect was found in lexical decision by participants but not 
by items.  The re-analysis of the radical search data, confirmed a reliable effect of 
syllable phonology at 43 ms and 57 ms, and an effect of tone phonology at 85 ms. 
Taken together, these experiments offer a means of reconciling previous work, 
and are consistent with the view that prelexical syllable phonology plays some role in 
skilled reading of Chinese characters, but tonal phonology is necessarily postlexical. 
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 CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 
Functional Units in Chinese Character Recognition 
Research on Chinese character processing has progressed from looking at 
strokes as the units of interest, to sub-components (e.g., phonetic radicals) within a 
compound character (see Feldman & Siok, 1999).  In early empirical studies of 
Chinese character processing, the number of strokes was used as an index of 
orthographic complexity for Chinese characters (e.g., Perfetti & Zhang, 1991; 
Seidenberg, 1985; Yu & Cao, 1992a, 1992b).  However, the identification of strokes 
as the salient orthographic constituents is problematic since the segmentation of 
strokes in Chinese characters is not always clear and is often a matter of writing 
convention (Y.P. Chen, Allport & Marshall, 1996), and stroke count alone will suffice 
as a measure of visual complexity (M.J. Chen & Yung, 1989).  Besides, Fu (1991) 
ascertained that stroke analysis of characters is only useful when the characters cannot 
be divided into sub-components, for example, 兼 /jia#n/. 
In the last decade, sublexical processing at the level of radicals has been 
explored using a variety of experimental paradigms such as naming (e.g., Seidenberg, 
1985; Fang, Horng, & Tzeng, 1986; Hue, 1992), backward priming (Perfetti & Zhang, 
1991; Tan, Hossain & Peng, 1995) and verification (Chua, 1999).  The majority of 
Chinese characters are compound characters, consisting of at least two components: a 
semantic radical and a phonetic radical.  Only a small number of characters are not 
compounds and cannot be divided into components (Zhou, 1978). 
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 In this thesis, I will describe a series of experiments that investigated the role 
of the phonetic radical in reading of Chinese characters.  I was particularly interested 
in whether the regularity of the phonetic radical is salient. 
Role of the Phonetic Radical 
 In about 75% of Chinese characters, the phonetic radical is on the right side 
(Feldman & Siok, 1997) [82%, Zhou (1978)] and it forms the bulk of the visual 
configuration of a Chinese character (or phonetic compounds).  (Note that there are 
other types of compound characters in Chinese – about 10% or fewer of all the 
Chinese characters.)  The phonetic radical often facilitates the oral reading of the 
whole Chinese character.  Teachers of Chinese language usually advise pupils that if 
they look at the phonetic radical, and pronounce accordingly, they can guess the 
phonology of the whole character correctly.  This heuristic is more useful for low 
frequency Chinese characters than high frequency Chinese characters (Shu & 
Anderson, 1999), so it benefits skilled adult readers more than young children.  Thus 
if the phonetic radical’s phonology is salient in silent reading, there should be an 
effect of phonetic regularity in skilled adult reading of phonetic compounds. 
According to Fan, Gao, and Ao, (1984), only 26.3% of phonetic compounds 
share a pronunciation identical with that of their phonetic radical, but the usefulness 
of the phonetic radical for reading the compound character varies (Ho & Bryant, 
1997).  In other words, some phonetic compounds are more regular than others.  
When the pronunciation of the compound character and that of its phonetic radical are 
identical, they share the same onset, same rime and same tone (SOSRST); other 
compound characters have the same syllable structure as the phonetic radical but they 
are pronounced in different tones (i.e., same onset, and same rime, but different tone, 
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 SOSRDT).  For a third group, the compound character and the phonetic radical only 
share the rime.  For a fourth group of compound characters, the phonology of the 
compound character is totally unrelated to the phonetic radical (i.e., different onset, 
different rime and different tone, DODRDT). 
In this thesis, I will explore the salience of these levels of phonetic regularity 
and the time course of phonological activation in skilled readers of Chinese, looking 
at both syllable and tone phonology. 
The Mandarin Tone System 
There are four tones in Mandarin: high tone (also known as first tone), rising 
tone (second tone), dipping tone (third tone) and falling tone (fourth tone).  In 
addition, there is a neutral tone which usually occurs on unstressed syllables, suffixes, 
particles and the second syllables of many disyllabic words (Chao, 1948).  In a 
fieldwork study of 17 children from Mandarin-speaking families in Taipei, Li and 
Thompson (1976) found that tone acquisition is accomplished within a relatively short 
period of time, and that the mastery of tones occurs well in advance of mastery of 
segmentals in oral language.  The extent to which their participants produced 
utterances which were tonally perfect, but segmentally inaccurate or even 
incomprehensible, provides support that features of tone (pitch) are stored and 
processed differently from segmental phonological features. 
Processing of Tonal Information 
Cutler and H.-C. Chen (1997) investigated the processing of lexical tone in 
Cantonese in a series of three experiments.  In the first experiment, disyllablic words 
and nonwords were recorded and played to native speakers of Cantonese who had to 
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 listen and judge whether each disyllable was a legal word or not, i.e., auditory lexical 
decision task.  Participants had to respond as quickly and accurately as possible by 
pressing one of two keys, and results showed that either a vowel difference, or a tone 
difference alone, was more likely to be overlooked and result in a nonword being 
erroneously accepted as a real word.  This study supports the separability of tone and 
syllable in auditory processing, but the question in this thesis is whether tone and 
syllable are separable (in time) during reading of single Chinese characters if phonetic 
regularity is manipulated. 
To summarise, in the auditory modality, tonal information seems to be 
processed differently and later than information about the vowel that bears the tone 
and, since information is processed as soon as it becomes usable, prosodic 
information may become available only when more of the vowel that carries it is 
available.  Cutler and H.-C. Chen argued that the processing of lexical tone 
distinctions may be slowed, relative to the processing of segmental distinctions, and 
that in speeded-response tasks, tone is thus more likely to be misprocessed than is 
segmental structure. 
 Cutler and H.-C. Chen’s (1997) results for Cantonese were replicated by Ye 
and Connine (1999) who investigated the processing of lexical tone in Mandarin.  In 
their Experiment 1, 30 native speakers of Mandarin were required to detect a tone-
vowel combination, vowel /a/ and second tone.  Participants were asked to indicate 
whether the stimulus contained the target vowel-tone combination by pressing the 
appropriate response button.  The reaction time results were consistent with the claim 
of Cutler and H.-C. Chen (1997) concerning the relatively late availability of tone 
compared with vowel information. 
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  As for the processing of Chinese characters in the visual modality,  Taft and 
H.-C. Chen (1992) found that participants were slower in homophone judgement task, 
for single characters differing in tone than for characters differing in vowels.  This 
suggests heightened accessibility for vowel information compared to tone information 
in processing visual characters. 
 In this thesis, I will use a visual task, and manipulating presentation times, to 
investigate syllable and tone separation in Chinese character processing. 
Time Course Variability: SOAs and Processing 
 For the English alphabetic script, it has been established that unlimited 
presentation time for the target in a letter search task allows visual clean-up to obscure 
phonological effects.  In a series of experiments, Ziegler, Van Orden and Jacobs 
(1997) varied the phonology of the letter strings in letter search tasks with backward 
masking.  At a stimulus onset asynchrony (SOA) of 66 ms, they found that phonology 
reduced accuracy in the letter search task when a pseudohomophone (GAIM) 
contained a target letter “I” that was missing in the spelling of its non-presented 
sound-alike base word (GAME). This “phonology-hurts” effect found in non-words 
was also reported in familiar words.  However, when the target letter was present in 
both the pseudohomophone and the spelling of its sound-alike base word (“M” in 
GAIM and GAME), phonology helped the perception of print words (see Ziegler, et 
al., Experiment 2).  In another experiment, when the stimuli were visible until 
participants responded (no masking), “phonology-hurts” effect was again found.  
These results in English seem to suggest that access to phonology will slow down 
responses.  For this thesis, I will use lexical decision to investigate whether the 
“phonology-hurts” effect found in English is present in Chinese. 
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 For the Chinese logographic script, a number of studies have explained 
whether phonological encoding occurs prelexically or postlexically, and some 
researchers have used very brief SOAs to isolate the codes that are available in early 
processing.  Even though the relationship between orthography and phonology is 
much less transparent for Chinese characters, it still seems that phonological recoding 
might be important for reading as it is rapidly and routinely activated as a part of word 
identification.  There are at least four types of evidence suggesting that Chinese 
readers, like readers of English (see Frost, 1998 for review), show very rapid retrieval 
of phonology, even more rapid than semantic information under some circumstances. 
First, in a series of primed-naming experiments, Perfetti and Zhang (1991) 
found an orthographic priming effect at a prime-target SOA of 50 ms, but no effect on 
target naming speed when the prime was exposed for 180 ms.  Second, in a backward-
masking experiment, Tan, Hoosain and Peng (1995) demonstrated that when 
participants identified a briefly exposed target character, which was masked by a 
phonologically similar character, there was a homophone priming effect at an SOA of 
60 ms.  Third, Perfetti and Zhang (1995), presented pairs of one-character words one 
at a time to native Chinese speakers for same-different judgements. The SOA between 
the onset of the first character, and the onset of the second character, was varied from 
90 ms to over 310 ms.  In one judgement, the decision was based on semantic 
information: “Do the two words have the same meaning?”.  In the other judgement, 
the decision was based on phonological information: Do the two words have the same 
pronunciation?”.  The critical cases were the foil trials: For the meaning decisions, the 
foil trials were two words with the same pronunciation and hence a “no” decision was 
required; for the pronunciation decisions, the foil trials were two words with the same 
meaning, hence requiring a “no” decision.  Interference in each case was assessed by 
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 comparing these critical foil trials with control trials, in which the two words were 
completely unrelated.  The results showed that phonological interference was 
observed earlier than semantic interference, within 90 ms SOA.  These data indicate 
that the phonology of a character is activated very quickly for a Chinese reader, even 
in a task for which it serves no purpose except to interfere. 
Finally, and more recently, Perfetti and Tan (1998) conducted a time course 
study, and showed a sequence of facilitation over different SOAs, using two primed-
naming experiments. They varied prime type (graphically similar, homophonic, 
semantically similar, or unrelated) and prime-target SOA (115 ms in Experiment 1, 
and 43 ms, 57 ms, and 85 ms in Experiment 2).  Characters were medium or high 
frequency and they had been rated for semantic vagueness.  At SOA of 115 ms, no 
graphic facilitation was found, but graphic priming was found at SOA of 43 ms, and 
phonological priming occurred at SOA of 57 ms, earlier than semantic priming (at 
SOA of 85 ms).  The authors argued that lexical activation in Chinese character 
recognition follows the sequence of graphic, phonological and semantic.  At very 
short prime durations, there is limited time to obtain information, and one might 
expect graphic similarity to facilitate priming more than phonological and semantic 
information.  At longer prime durations, there is more time for all the information 
from the primes to be used. 
In summary, a range of short SOAs serves to separate the rapid activation and 
decay of visual information in characters (Ferrand & Grainger, 1994; Perfetti & Bell, 
1991).  Thus with radicals as search targets at different levels of phonetic regularity. I 
reasoned that short SOAs could be used to separate syllable and tone phonology 
during identification but it is not clear from the literature which task is the most 
appropriate. 
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 H.-C. Chen (1996) has pointed out that phonological recoding effects observed 
in some studies could be due to the type of experimental paradigm employed.  Tasks 
such as naming and rhyming judgement (e.g., Perfetti & Tan, 1998; Taft & H.-C. 
Chen, 1992) which specifically require the phonological code to be activated in the 
character show effects, whilst other more neutral tasks such as semantic 
categorization do not (e.g., H.-C. Chen, Flores d’Arcais & Cheung, 1995; Leck, 
Weekes & M.J. Chen, 1995).  For this reason, I chose two tasks that do not require 
explicit recoding to test for effects of phonological regularity in Chinese characters.  
This left one remaining thorny issue: the model. 
Models of Recognition for English Words and Chinese Characters 
Visual word recognition in alphabetic scripts entails componential processing 
of orthography, phonology, and semantics.  For English and Chinese, there is still 
considerable debate about the basic architecture of the reading system: dual route 
(modular) theories versus connectionist (PDP) accounts. 
English Word Recognition 
The dual route modular theory is well established for English and other 
alphabetic writing systems such as Spanish and French (e.g., Coltheart, 1978; Morton 
& Patterson, 1980; Coltheart, 1985; Patterson & Morton, 1985; Coltheart, Rastle, 
Perry, Langdon & Ziegler, 2001). This theory posits that there are two independent 
routes to pronunication from print: a lexical route for which access to semantics is 
based on visual analysis, and a non-lexical route, where the word is recoded 
phonologically through grapheme-phoneme conversion (GPC) rules.  The Dual Route 
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 Cascaded (DRC) model (first described in Coltheart, Curtis, Atkins, & Haller, 1993) 
is based on the principle of the dual route theory. 
For English, there is competition from connectionist accounts (e.g., 
Seidenberg and McClelland’s, 1989 connectionist model; and Plaut, McClelland, 
Seidenberg and Patterson’s, 1996, parallel-distributed-processing (PDP) model). 
Advocates of PDP argue that no sublexical representations exist.  The model consists 
of a network of interconnected processing units that are divided into sets of 
orthographic and phonological units, as well as hidden units which mediate between 
the orthographic and phonological sets. There are connections between all units and 
the connections carry weights that govern the spread of activation through the system 
as a consequence of learning. When a word is read from print, each of its sub-
components (such as letters) will activate many related words and their 
pronunciations, before converging on a probabilistic solution. Word properties such as 
familiarity and frequency play important roles in these models. 
Chinese Character Recognition 
For Chinese, current theories generally subscribe to one of two types of 
models.  The first group is defined by multi-level, hierarchical interactive activation 
models (e.g., Taft & Zhu, 1997a; Zhou & Marslen-Wilson, 1997).  Taft and Zhu 
(1997a) proposed a multi-process theoretical framework to conceptualise the 
processing of compound characters in terms of component radicals. Lexical memory 
is viewed as a hierarchy of levels, and each level represents a particular size of unit.  
Activation spreads through the hierarchy from lower to higher levels, and the lexical 
processing system includes orthographic, phonological, and semantic subsystems. 
When a Chinese character is presented visually, the processing begins through the 
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 orthographic subsystem on the basis of the lowest level features (strokes and stroke 
combinations and relationships). Activation then passes up to the radical units 
associated with the activated features, and in turn up to the character units associated 
with the activated radical units and finally to the multi-character units associated with 
the activated character unit.  Note that activation can pass to the relevant phonological 
units linked at the character level as well as at the multi-character level (see Taft & 
Zhu, 1995; 1997b), as well as to the relevant semantic units.  In this kind of model, it 
is also conceivable that radical units are associated directly with their respective 
semantic and phonological units.  Zhou and Marslen-Wilson (1997) reasoned that 
orthographic representations of Chinese characters are linked to both phonological 
and semantic representations of sublexical processing and that the sublexical 
processing of phonetic radicals is both a phonological and semantic event. 
Set against this is the Interactive Constituency Model (Perfetti & Tan, 1999).  
This model posits phonology as a privileged constituent, along with orthographic and 
semantic components, and not just a by-product, in Chinese word reading.  This 
model comprises a character-level representation for sub-character components, 
(which could be real Chinese characters or non-characters) and predicts that 
phonology arises from a whole character and not so much from its components.  The 
current version of the Interactive Constituency Model of Chinese word reading is a 
network of localised and distributed units, which are instantiated computationally 
with implications for simulation of time course events of phonological, graphic and 
semantic priming results (see Perfettti, Liu & Tan, 2002, for more details). 
By contrast, Y. Chen and Peng’s (1994) connectionist model uses the 
distributed representation to encode the orthographic and phonological information. 
Characters with similar visual forms, or similar sounds, are represented with similar 
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 activation over the orthographic or phonological units of the model, and have a 
similar impact on changes of connection weights and interactions, and would be 
facilitative.  The degree of facilitation depends on the extent of orthographic and 
phonological similarity of the characters.  However, characters that are similar 
visually, but different in sound, would have inhibitory interactions. 
Interestingly, Y. Chen and Peng were able to simulate a phonetic regularity 
effect in Chinese using their model, and Harm and Seidenberg (in press) have recently 
argued that reading Chinese is a classic constraint satisfaction problem, that although 
the components in isolation may be ambiguous, the conjunction of the components is 
highly constraining.  Their model of connectionism employs an architecture in which 
meanings are jointly determined by orthographic and phonological information.  
Indeed, Xing, Shu and Li (in press) demonstrated with their model that there is early 
regularity effects and frequency effects in the acquisition of Chinese characters, 
matching up with the acquisition patterns from empirical research. 
Thus, even though English and other alphabetic scripts are so different in 
nature from Chinese, connectionist models have shown that there may be more 
similarities in the processing of English and the nonalphabetic Chinese writing system 
than between English and a shallow alphabetic writing system, but this remains to be 
explored in detail.  One of the main differences is the orthography-phonology 
transparency, because there are no simple grapheme phoneme conversion rules in 
Chinese.  Chinese characters represent syllables and the all important tone that 
determines semantics access, is not marked. 
 Clearly, visual recognition of Chinese characters entails three interconnected 
cognitive components: orthographic, phonologic, and semantic (e.g., Perfetti & Tan, 
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 1999; Xu, Pollatsek, & Potter, 1999).  Given the major debate and controversies, I 
will focus on phonology. 
Phonological Recoding in Chinese Characters 
The traditional theory of written Chinese that emphasises visual-morphemic 
recognition origin.  In written Chinese, each logograph corresponds to one morpheme, 
and the morphemes of the language are typically monosyllabic.  Therefore, Chinese is 
sometimes described as a morphosyllabic or morphophonological system (DeFrancis, 
1989), but the interweaving of component strokes within a character, together with 
spatial separation between characters, makes each Chinese character a salient 
perceptual unit (Hoosain, 1991). A recent view of Chinese reading has assumed that 
phonological information is activated obligatorily during visual recognition (Perfetti 
& Tan, 1999).  Empirical studies indicate that phonological information contributes to 
Chinese character identification (e.g., Weekes, M.J. Chen, & Lin, 1998; Perfetti & 
Tan, 1999; Pollatsek, Tan, & Rayner, 2000) and that phonological information plays a 
role in access to meaning of characters (Spinks, Liu, Perfetti, & Tan, 2000).  The 
phonological frequency of a written character influences character decision (Ziegler, 
Tan, Perry, & Montant, 2000). Characters with a high phonological frequency were 
processed faster than characters with a low phonological frequency.  This suggests 
that the core representations of Chinese characters may be phonological (Frost, 1998), 
perhaps because comprehension is necessarily based on the spoken forms. 
However, H.-C. Chen and Shu (2001) have questioned the data on doing 
phonological recoding.  They found that the magnitude of the priming effects (close 
to, or even larger, than 100 ms) in Perfetti and Tan’s (1998) study was much larger 
than those obtained in other studies of both Chinese and English that hardly goes 
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 beyond 50 ms.  Moreover, a number of recent investigations on visual word 
recognition have shown very reliable semantic priming effects at very short SOAs, 
such as 57 ms (Zhou & Marslen-Wilson, 1997) and 67 ms (Perea & Gotor, 1997), 
whereas semantic effects only appeared at an SOA of 85 ms in the study by Perfetti 
and Tan (1998).  Also, Perfetti and Tan’s (1998) naming error data do not converge 
with their naming latency data.  Most importantly, because of strong theoretical 
claims that have been based on the results of Perfetti and Tan (1998), H.-C. Chen and 
Shu (2001) decided to test whether the main effects in Perfetti and Tan’s study could 
be replicated using the same stimuli and procedure. They found a homophonic 
priming effect at 57 ms (same as Perfetti & Tan, 1998), but that it was semantic rather 
than phonological activation (as Perfetti & Tan argued), that appeared early in the 
course of Chinese character recognition. 
This debate is central to the question asked in this thesis: When, if ever, is 
phonological recoding salient for compound Chinese characters in non-phonological 
tasks? 
Methodological Issues 
 To summarise, the role of phonology in the recognition and memory of 
Chinese characters has been a controversial issue in the literature.  For instance, some 
researchers (e.g., Perfetti & Tan, 1998; Perfetti & Zhang, 1991, 1995; Tan, Hoosain, 
Siok, 1996) claim that the phonological representation of a character is automatically 
and rapidly activated when the character is recognised and that such an acitvation 
plays a crucial role in assessing the meaning of the character.  Others (e.g., H.-C. 
Chen, Flores d’Arcais, & Cheung, 1995; Shen & Forster, 1999; Wong & H.-C. Chen, 
1999), however, maintained that phonological information plays a much less 
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 important role in the recognition and memory of the Chinese characters than does 
orthographic or semantic facilitation.  There are several methodological reasons why 
there is a lack of agreement across research groups about the role of prelexical 
phonology in reading of Chinese characters. 
Terminology 
 There is little agreement amongst researchers about terminology in the field of 
Chinese character processing.  Some use the term radical to refer to the semantic 
radical, whilst others used the term signific to refer to the component that often 
specifies aspects of meaning.  More recently, Y.P. Chen, Allport and Marshall (1996) 
termed it the lexical radical.  Likewise, some researchers refer to the component that 
generally provides clues about phonology of the Chinese character as the phonetic, 
others labelled it the phonetic radical.  Readers and would-be experimenters have to 
be very well-versed in subtle theoretical distinctions in order to understand the 
process of character recognition.  For example, there are 541 bujian listed in the 
Chinese Radical Position Frequency Dictionary (1984), but these are merely 
components of a character that are not defined by their functions (semantic or 
phonetic).  In this thesis, the term phonetic radical is used to refer to the component 
that is on the right side of most Chinese characters.  It provides a clue to the oral 
reading of the Chinese characters.  Only Chinese characters with the phonetic radical 
on the right are used in this thesis. 
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 Stimuli 
Another reason for the lack of converging evidence across studies is stimulus 
variability.  Researchers do not always report an item analysis (e.g., Hue, 1992) or the 
analysis by items does not reach significance (e.g., Seidenberg, 1985).  This could be 
due to the limited pool of stimuli that are available once variables have been 
controlled or manipulated.  In most experiments, stimuli must be controlled to match 
on numerous variables such as configuration type (e.g., position of the semantic 
radical, phonetic radical), frequency, familiarity, and consistency all at the same time. 
Given that stimuli cannot be repeated in most experiments, it is often difficult to find 
enough items.  Consequently, finding a representative set of Chinese characters is a 
painstaking task because there are no databases with psycholinguistic variables coded 
for each Chinese character.  For this study, I developed a database and conducted item 
analyses. 
Heterogeneity of Participants 
The third reason for the lack of converging evidence from studies is due to variability 
of participants.  Even when the same stimuli are used, the results obtained by one 
research group cannot always be replicated by another research group (e.g, Perfetti & 
Tan 1998 vs. H.-C. Chen & Shu, 2001).  Perfetti and Tan (1998) found in a series of 
primed-naming experiments, early and strong phonological priming, but weak and 
late semantic effects, and that graphic facilitation at SOA of 43 ms, becomes 
inhibition at longer SOAs (57 ms and 85 ms) and disappears at SOA of 115 ms.  They 
concluded that the process of Chinese character recognition starts from graphic level 
to phonological level and then semantic level.  However using the same stimuli and 
paradigm, H.-C. Chen and Shu (2001) were not able to replicate the results.  They 
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 found that a reliable graphic inhibition appeared only at 85 ms and no graphic 
facilitation at all SOAs, and significant early semantic activation (at both SOA of 57 
ms and 85 ms).  A significant homophonic priming appeared only at 57 ms, with no 
effects at 43 ms and 85 ms.  Hence they concluded that lexical access is through 
semantic activation. 
This lack of converging evidence could be attributed to differences in the 
participants.  In Perfetti and Tan’s study, the participants were native Mandarin 
speakers recruited from South China (Guangzhou) Normal University.  In H.-C. Chen 
and Shu’s study, native Mandarin-speaking undergraduates were recruited from 
Beijing Normal University, and a second group of participants were Cantonese-
speaking undergraduates at the Chinese University of Hong Kong (traditional, 
complex characters had to be used).  Apart from the possibility of participants being 
exposed to different teaching methods in different regions, different oral forms of 
Chinese could affect the results of phonological tasks.  The participants were different 
types of bilinguals, and their different language experiences could have effects on 
their sensitivity to Mandarin phonology. 
In other words, the proficiency of the participants could have created noise in 
the data, hence I will screen the participants before the experiments.  Moreover, 
almost all research on the phonology of the characters has assumed that all 
participants are explicitly aware of the compound Chinese characters phonology, and 
use the standard Mandarin pronunciation.  In this thesis, I have included a 
manipulation check (Experiment 3) to assess whether my participants really knew the 
Chinese characters presented in Experiments 1 and 2. 
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 Objectives of this Study 
 The main objective of this study was to systematically explore phonological 
recoding in the processing of Chinese characters.  Presentation times and phonetic 
regularity were manipulated to separate syllable and tone phonology. 
A secondary objective was to ensure participant homogeneity with a 
manipulation check on phonetic radical knowledge. 
Summary of Experiments 
To achieve these objectives, three experiments were designed.  Experiment 1 
used the Lexical Decision Paradigm to examine the role of the phonetic radical in 
lexical access with normal presentation.  Experiment 2 explored the role of phonetic 
radical in prelexical processing of compound characters over SOA times of 43 ms, 57 
ms and 85 ms, tested in three different sessions.  The relationship between a 
compound character and its phonetic radical was manipulated at three levels of 
phonetic regularity to separate syllable and tone phonology.  Experiment 3 was a 
control experiment to verify stimulus selection and potential use of phonetic radicals 
in Experiments 1 and 2, in eliciting phonological awareness.  Using a paper and pencil 
task, participants were asked to transcribe the hanyu pinyin of the Chinese characters 
used in Experiments 1 and 2, before the data from Experiments 1 and 2 were 
reanalysed excluding atypical participants and stimuli. 
 
To develop stimuli for the experiments, a searchable database was first 
developed.  In the next chapter, I will describe the compilation of this database for all 
the Chinese characters learned in Primary and Secondary schools in Singapore. 
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 CHAPTER 2 A SEARCHABLE LOCAL CHINESE DATABASE 
Rationale for a Local Database 
The suitability of language stimuli is a very important factor to consider when 
conducting empirical studies.  Proficiency in Chinese language reading varies across 
different regions according to the emphasis given to the teaching of the literacy skills.  
In China, Mandarin is used as the main medium of instruction for all subjects in 
school, but many pupils learn English as a second language.  In Singapore, English is 
the main medium of instruction in school, but Mandarin is a subject studied by most 
ethnic Chinese students.  So although participants in China and Singapore are both 
Chinese-English bilinguals, their relative proficiency in these two languages is 
different. 
Differences in Pedagogical Methods 
Clearly, screening for the language proficiency of participants is advisable, but 
differences in pedagogical methods could also affect processing.  In China, children 
learn and use Mandarin from primary 1, and English is introduced only in the later 
primary school years.  Pinyin is introduced early to aid character pronunciation, and 
only simplified characters are taught in school.  In Singapore, children learn to read 
Chinese in a multilingual context.  Ethnical Chinese children learn English and 
Mandarin from the pre-school years (4 and 5 years old). The participants in this thesis 
learnt pinyin when they were in primary 4 (10 years old).  Also, in China and 
Singapore, children are taught to read characters in Mandarin phonology during 
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 Chinese classes.  However, a significant number of children in these societies speak 
other Chinese languages (e.g., Wu Chinese and Yue Chinese in China; Hokkien, 
Teochew and Cantonese in Singapore) at home, and they also learn English in 
schools. 
Differences between Bilinguals and Monolinguals 
In a study of phonological awareness, Cheung and his colleagues compared 
pre-reading and reading children from different linguistic backgrounds (Cheung, H.-
C. Chen, Lai, Wong & Hills, 2001).  The Hong Kong and Guangzhou children spoke 
Cantonese natively, whereas the New Zealand children spoke English as their mother 
tongue.  Logographic Chinese was the first learnt script in Hong Kong and 
Guangzhou, whilst English was the first learnt script in New Zealand.  An important 
difference in orthographic experience between the Hong Kong and the Guangzhou 
readers had to do with the teaching methods of the logographs.  In Hong Kong, the 
children were taught to rote learn the logographs, with no support from an alphabetic 
script such as pinyin.  The Guangzhou children had learned the set of specially 
designed alphabetic symbols (pinyin).  The children recruited from these three regions 
were therefore very varied in terms of both their spoken language and orthographic 
experience.  Cheung et al.’s major finding was that the Hong Kong and Guangzhou 
prereaders attained very similar levels of phonological awareness performance on 
whole syllable matching, but the New Zealand prereaders outperformed their 
counterparts from the other two countries on onset and coda analyses, i.e., there is an 
effect of early spoken language experience independent of orthography. 
Moreover, recent brain imaging findings lend support to the idea that language 
experience affects brain activity in phonological processing of Chinese and English in 
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 bilinguals (Tan, et al., 2003).  Functional magnetic resonance imaging was used to 
visualise Chinese-English bilinguals’ brain activity for comparison with English 
monolinguals.  Bilingual participants were asked to decide whether a pair of 
synchronously exposed Chinese characters or English words rhymed with each other, 
and monolingual English participants were required to make the rhyme decision on 
the same set of English words used by the bilingual participants.  It was found that 
bilingual participants had peak activations in the same cortical regions of the brain, 
regardless of the script of the task, but English monolinguals had weak activations in 
those cortical regions.  Hence, the authors concluded that the bilingual participants 
applied the same strategy of processing Chinese to processing English words, and this 
strategy was different from that employed by the monolingual English speakers. 
For these reasons, a local database had to be constructed before a 
representative sample of characters can be selected for empirical research. 
A Local Database 
Several Chinese frequency and character information dictionaries published in 
China are commonly used by researchers (e.g., Dictionary of Chinese character 
information (1988), published by Science Publishers in Beijing; Modern Chinese 
Frequency Dictionary, 1986 published by Beijing Language Institute Press).  For the 
purpose of this study, Loo’s (1989; 1992) two-part database of all the single Chinese 
characters used in the Singapore Primary and Secondary school curricula was chosen 
as the basic resource.  All participants recruited for the experiments had studied the 
same Chinese language subject curriculum up to the end of Secondary school and 
should be familiar with most, if not all, the Chinese characters in Loo’s database. 
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 The database contains 3,432 Chinese characters with a breakdown of the token 
and type frequencies for the number of times each character appeared in the textbook 
used in the Primary school and Secondary school curricula. 
Compilation of Database 
Data from the original hard copy of Loo (1989, 1992) was extended into a 
computerised database, and then for each character a range of relevant variables were 
added to make the database useful for selecting stimuli.  These variables included a 
breakdown of the token and type frequencies for the number of times each character 
appeared in the textbook used in the Primary school and Secondary school curricula.  
The frequencies ranged from 1 to 13025, mean frequency was 95 (SD = 353). 
Each character was then broken down into its components, namely the 
semantic radical and the phonetic radical.  The position in which the semantic radical 
appeared in the character was also coded.  As noted earlier, the bulk of Chinese 
characters, about 75% (Feldman & Siok, 1997) to about 82% Zhou (1978) are 
structured such that a semantic radical forms the left part of a character and a phonetic 
radical forms the right part. In Loo’s database, 1790 compound Chinese characters 
had such a configuration (52% of the entire corpus) so I used these as the pool from 
which to select the experimental stimuli. 
Phonetic Regularity of Compound Chinese Characters 
All the Chinese characters with left-semantic radical and right-phonetic radical 
structures were then coded for phonetic regularity.  The groupings were based on the 
relationship between the phonology of phonetic radical, and the phonology of the 
compound Chinese character (see DeFrancis, 1989; Ho & Bryant, 1997; Rickard 
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 Liow, Tng, & Lee, 1999).  The first group, Same Onset Same Rime Same Tone 
(SOSRST) comprised characters for which the phonology of a phonetic radical is 
exactly the same as the phonology of a Chinese character including the tone (e.g., the 
character 逗 /do$u/ and its phonetic 豆 /do$u/).  The second group, Same Onset Same 
Rime Different Tone (SOSRDT) comprised characters for which the phonology of a 
phonetic radical and a Chinese character differs only in tone (e.g., the character 晴 
/qi@ng/ and its phonetic 青 /qi#ng/), i.e., syllable phonology is the same but the tone is 
different.  The third group, Different Onset Same Rime Same Tone (DOSRST), 
comprised characters for which the onset is different between the phonology of a 
phonetic radical and a Chinese character (e.g., the character 裸@ /luo&/ and its phonetic 
果 /guo&/).  For the fourth group, Different Onset Different Rime Different Tone, the 
phonology of a Chinese character is completely different from its phonetic radical 
(e.g., the character 扔 /re#ng/ and its phonetic 乃 /na&i/).  In these characters, the 
syllable and the tone are different from that of the phonetic radical.  Manipulation of 
phonetic regularity using these four groups would allow separation of syllable and 
tone phonology. 
Initially, the Chinese characters, coded into four groups, formed the pool of 
potential characters for this study.  However, the number of stimuli in the DOSRST 
condition was too limited.  This psycholinguistic reality of Chinese is such that only 
three levels of phonetic regularity can be investigated in empirical research, with 
other variables (e.g., frequency) controlled.  Interestingly, DeFrancis (1989), Ho and 
Bryant (1997), and Rickard Liow et al., (1999) did not differentiate between tones in 
this condition, they used a more general grouping in which the phonetic radical and 
the compound character shared only the rime.  Hence, the phonetic regularity variable 
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 had only three levels: SOSRST, SOSRDT and DODRDT.  These three groups 
enabled me to explore syllable and tone phonology, but not to distinguish between 
onset and rime within a single syllable. 
Clearly, the scope of the database determined the kind of experimental 
research possible with the local population1.  Moreover, for the purpose of this thesis, 
I wanted to explore the effect of phonetic regularity on the processing of compound 
Chinese characters, and hence categories that would allow separation of the syllable 
and tonal effects were the most appropriate. 
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 CHAPTER 3 ROLE OF PHONETIC RADICAL IN LEXICAL ACCESS 
Experiment 1: Lexical Decision in Chinese 
The role of the phonetic radical was first examined using the lexical decision 
paradigm.  For the characters with left-right configuration that were chosen for this 
study, the phonetic radical occupies the bulk of the visual space of a Chinese 
character.  The non-characters have the same component configuration, the semantic 
radical is on the left and the phonetic radical is on the right, but the compound as a 
whole is not real.  If the participants use only a visual orthographic code to determine 
the lexicality of a logograph, then there would not be any phonetic regularity effect.  
On the other hand, if participants recode phonologically, then decision latencies 
should depend on phonetic regularity. 
Phonology in Lexical Decision Tasks 
Shen and Forster (1999) used a masked priming sequence with naming and 
lexical decision tasks.  In their experiments, a forward pattern mask was presented for 
500 ms, followed by presentation of prime for 50 ms, which was immediately 
replaced by the target presented for 500 ms.  In Experiment 1, naming times were 
measured from the target onset to the triggering of a voice key, whilst in Experiment 
2, a lexical decision task was employed.  Orthographic and phonological priming 
were found in naming, but only orthographic priming was found in lexical decision.  
The authors concluded that there was evidence of direct orthographic access to lexical 
representations in memory, i.e., no phonetic regularity. 
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 Although Shen and Forster (1999) have maintained that phonological 
information plays a much less important role in the recognition and memory of the 
Chinese characters than does orthographic, or semantic information, there is evidence 
suggesting that lexical decision in Chinese is influenced by phonology.  In Wu and 
Chen’s (2000) study using primed naming and primed lexical decision paradigms, 
across SOAs (50, 500 and 1000ms), the results depended on the frequencies of the 
characters.  High frequency characters showed no significant homophone and 
semantic priming in naming and lexical decision across all SOAs.  As for low 
frequency characters, semantic priming was found across all SOAs and homophone 
priming was evident only at 1000 ms in lexical decision.  For naming, homophone 
and semantic priming effects were found across all SOAs, with the semantic priming 
effect bigger than the homophone priming effect. 
The differences between the results of the two studies could be due to 
differences in frequencies of stimuli and the SOAs of primes.  Note that Shen and 
Forster (1999) did not report the frequency range for the characters used in their 
study.  This begs the question of whether phonological or homophone priming is more 
likely in low frequency Chinese characters.  Homophone priming effects were found 
in low frequency Chinese characters in lexical decision when the SOA is at least 1000 
ms (Wu & Chen, 2000).  In this thesis, I will investigate low frequency Chinese 
characters using a classic lexical decision task without priming. 
There is further evidence suggesting that lexical decision in Chinese is 
influenced by phonology.  Tan and Perfetti (1997, Experiment 2) found that lexical 
decision was slowed in the condition when one character of a two-character 
combination was phonologically ambiguous and the two-character sequence was a 
word only with one of the pronunciations, compared with control condition in which 
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 both characters had unique unambiguous pronunciations.  This effect was independent 
of whether the ambiguous character appeared on the right or the left of the two-
character sequence.  This showed that phonological information, specifically, 
phonological inconsistency, when activated, hindered participants’ performance.  This 
was the “phonology-hurts” effect found by Ziegler et al. (1997) for English.  In this 
thesis, I will examine if this “phonology-hurts” effect applies to single characters that 
vary in phonetic regularity. 
Subcomponents in Chinese Character Identification 
At the single character level, researchers have used the lexical decision task to 
investigate frequency effects of sub-components of Chinese characters (e.g., Taft & 
Zhu, 1997a; Feldman & Siok, 1997).  In Taft and Zhu’s (1997a) study, participants 
performed a character decision task that required judgements about whether 
compound characters, which consisted of two (or more) components, were legal 
Chinese characters.  The components differed with respect to type frequency.  The 
authors reported that character decision latencies to real Chinese characters containing 
components that entered into many combinations were faster than decision latencies 
to characters with components that entered into only a small number of combinations.  
This time effect was restricted to components that appeared on the right side of 
Chinese characters. 
However, Feldman and Siok (1997) argued that there might be a confound in 
Taft and Zhu’s study between function (semantic vs. phonetic) and position (left vs. 
right), since in written Chinese, phonetic components tend to appear on the right.  Taft 
and Zhu (1997a) used bujian frequency counts, and these could be semantic or 
phonetic radicals.  By taking into account the function of the components, Feldman 
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 and Siok (1997) investigated compound characters with semantic radicals on the left 
and those with semantic radicals on the right.  A component combinability index was 
computed, based on the number of times a semantic radical (phonetic radical) forms a 
compound character in that position.  The results showed that the frequency with 
which a component (semantic or phonetic) enters into combinations to form phonetic 
compounds in Chinese (combinability) influences character decision latencies, and 
that when function of the component is considered, effects of position are 
inconsistent. 
These studies show that subcomponents are analysed in Chinese character 
identification, but that type of characters, position and function of radicals must be 
carefully controlled.  In Experiment 1, I will use single compound characters with 
semantic radicals on the left and phonetic radicals on the right. 
I predict that if the “phonology-hurts” effect applies in Chinese lexical 
decision then the time taken to say “yes” to a Chinese character would be in the order 
of SOSRST > SOSRDT > DODRDT, i.e., phonetic regularity slows the decision time. 
Method 
Screening of Participants 
 Potential participants were screened using an independent battery of paper and 
pencil tests (see Appendix A) for their proficiency in the Chinese language.  The 
battery included a language background questionnaire, a lexical decision task, a 
homophone matching task and a hanyu pinyin transcription task, but stimuli were not 
repeated in the main experiments. 
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 Participants 
From a pool of about 100 potential participants, the best 42 National 
University of Singapore undergraduates participated in the experiment. Their 
screening scores were more than 80% correct.  All were right-handed and had normal, 
or corrected-to-normal vision. 
Design 
A repeated measures design was employed to investigate the role of the 
regularity of phonetic radical at three levels (SOSRST, SOSRDT, DODRDT) in a 
lexical decision experiment with decision latency as the main dependent variable. 
Stimuli and apparatus 
The stimuli were drawn from the database described in Chapter 2.  Note that 
high frequency words in English may be processed so rapidly that nonlexical effects 
fail to exert an effect (Waters & Seidenberg, 1985).  Phonological information plays a 
more important role in the recognition and memory of low frequency Chinese 
characters than high frequency Chinese characters (Wu & Chen, 2000).  Furthermore, 
Hue (1992) did not find a consistency effect for high-frequency logographs, but found 
one for low-frequency logographs.  For these reasons, relatively low frequency, below 
the 50th percentile of the total pool, mean = 12.75 (SD = 9.38), Chinese characters 
were selected so as to slow down lexical access and to maximise analytical 
processing. 
There are some characters in Chinese that have more than one reading, so it is 
also important to control for polyphony.  To ensure the phonetic regularity grouping 
of the stimuli, the phonetic radicals and the compound characters chosen for this 
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 experiment did not have more than one reading2.  The compound characters were 
broken down into their phonetic radicals and were cross-checked in a phonetic radical 
dictionary (Modern Chinese Lexicon, 1995).  The stimuli in the SOSRDT condition 
were controlled for the distance in tone difference between the reading of the phonetic 
radical, and the reading of the compound character.  Due to the limited number of 
phonetic radicals, 1499 different ones (Modern Chinese lexicon, 1995) and 900 in 
Loo’s databases (1989; 1992), as compared to 4,574 Chinese characters in Modern 
Chinese Frequency Dictionary (1986) and 3,432 Chinese characters in Loo (1989; 
1992), it was necessary to repeat the phonetic radicals in the experiment.  The 
problems selecting stimuli in Chinese have parallels in English to the extent that 
controlling all the variables renders us with insufficient stimuli for solid research (see 
Cutler’s commentary, 1981). 
Eventually, a total of 120 Chinese characters were selected, 40 for each level 
of phonetic regularity (see Appendix B for a list of characters used in Experiment 1).  
A one-way ANOVA was performed on the frequencies of the characters and there 
was no main effect [F(2, 117) = .955, p>.05], demonstrating that frequencies were 
matched across the three phonetic regularity conditions.  An equal number of non-
characters was generated by pairing a series of semantic and phonetic radicals to form 
pseudo-characters.  The radicals appear in their respective legal positions, the 
semantic radical is always on the left and the phonetic radical is always on the right, 
but the compound as a whole does not exist. 
Procedure 
 Participants were asked to judge the lexicality of each logograph, by means of 
a key press on the response box using only two fingers of their right hand, index 
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 finger = “yes” and middle finger = “no”. Participants were briefed to be both accurate 
and fast.  All participants were given a practice block of 10 trials to familiarise them 
with the procedure.  This was followed by a series of 240 experimental trials that were 
programmed to give participants a break after every 60 trials.  The trials were 
presented randomly without replacement, and errors were signaled by a short tone. 
 The logographs were presented in white on a black background on IBM 
Pentium-class computers.  The participants were seated about 40cm from the screen 
in a quiet and dimly lit room.  Each trial consisted of a fixation “+” appearing at the 
center of the screen for 1000 ms, followed by a logograph in the center of the screen. 
The logograph remained on the screen until the participant pressed one of the two 
response keys, or until the maximum timeout of 2000 ms was reached. The next trial 
began with presentation of the fixation. 
Results and Discussion 
 Latency data for the analysis were based on correct “yes” responses to real 
Chinese characters.  The participants had an overall mean accuracy rate of 85% (SD = 
2.93), with no evidence of a speed-accuracy trade-off. 
One-way repeated measures ANOVA was carried out with phonetic regularity 
at three levels: SOSRST, SOSRDT and DODRDT.  The means and standard 
deviations of the response latencies are tabulated in Table 3.1. 
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 Table 3.1 Means and standard deviations of correct “yes” response latencies in 
Experiment 1 Lexical Decision 
 




Same Onset Same Rime Same Tone 453.1 127.34 
Same Onset Same Rime Different Tone 446.3 132.07 
Different Onset Different Rime Different Tone439.0 112.65 
 
The main effect of phonetic regularity was not significant [Fp (2,82) = 1.599, p 
= .208, eta2 = .038), suggesting that phonology does not play a salient role in lexical 
access with normal presentation time. 
The general trend showed that participants took about 14 ms longer to say 
“yes” to a Chinese character that is phonetically regular (SOSRST) than to a Chinese 
character that is not regular for syllable or tone (DODRDT).  In the other condition, 
when the phonetic radical and the Chinese character differs only in tone (SOSRDT),  
participants responded about 7 ms faster than when faced with Chinese characters in 
the SOSRST condition; and about 7 ms slower than when faced with Chinese 
characters in the DODRDT condition.  The lack of significance could be due to 
heterogeneity amongst the stimuli.  This is verified in a transcription task in Chapter 
5.  In the next chapter, I examine the relationship of phonetic regularity in limited 
time presentation. 
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 CHAPTER 4 ROLE OF PHONETIC RADICAL IN VISUAL SEARCH  
Experiment 2: Radical Search 
 To better understand the role of the phonological recoding in Chinese 
character processing, a radical search paradigm was used with three different target 
exposure (SOA) times:  43 ms, 57 ms and 85 ms.  Previous work suggests that these 
three exposure times should maximise the chance of tapping prelexical and 
postlexical involvement in “yes” decisions, thereby separating syllable and tone 
phonology, if phonetic regularity is manipulated at 3 levels: SOSRST, SOSRDT and 
DODRDT.  Studies on the English script have established that unlimited presentation 
time of the target in a letter search task may allow visual clean-up to obscure 
phonological effects (Ziegler, et al., 1997).  Hence brief exposure time was also used 
to isolate the phonological effects in Chinese character processing (e.g., H.-C. Chen & 
Shu, 2001; Perfetti & Tan, 1998; Tan, Hoosain & Peng, 1995) with SOAs ranging 
from 43 ms to 115 ms. 
 In this radical search experiment, the participants searched for a target 
phonetic radical, in a compound Chinese character, with the phonetic regularity of the 
Chinese characters, and the exposure time of the target manipulated. 
 Given the findings in previous studies, I predicted main effects of phonetic 
regularity (e.g., Ye & Connine, 1999; Cutler & H.-C. Chen, 1997, Taft & H.-C. Chen, 
1992) and SOA (H.-C. Chen & Shu, 2001; Perfetti & Tan, 1998; Tan, Hoosain & 
Peng, 1995; Perfetti & Zhang, 1991) but more importantly, I expected to find no 
syllable or tone effect at 43 ms.  At 57 ms, a phonological effect was found by Perfetti 
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 and Tan (1998), and, H.-C. Chen and Shu (2001), hence I expected to find a syllable 
phonology effect.  At 85 ms, Perfetti and Tan (1998) found lexical semantic 
information, so I expected to find a tone effect otherwise participants would be unable 
to differentiate between the many homophones in Chinese when reading. 
Method 
Participants 
 The same undergraduates from Experiment 1 participated in this series of 
three experimental sessions which were conducted 5 days or more after Experiment 1, 
and there was a one week gap between each three experimental session.  In each 
experimental session, each participant was only exposed to one level of SOA. 
Design 
 This was a mixed design for the main independent variables, SOA at three 
levels (43 ms, 57 ms, 85 ms), and regularity of phonetic radical at three levels 
(SOSRST, SOSRDT, DODRDT) but order of SOA level was counterbalanced across 
participants and was analysed as between-participants variable. 
Stimuli 
The list of compound characters from Experiment 1 (lexical decision) was 
broken down by phonetic radical, and cross-checked in a phonetic radical dictionary 
(Modern Chinese Lexicon, 1995).  The psycholinguistic reality of Chinese is that 
there are many more compound Chinese characters than there are phonetic radicals.  
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 For this reason, I had to use some of the phonetic radicals twice.  A total of 82 
different phonetic radicals were used, 44 phonetic radicals appeared once, 21 
appeared twice across different conditions and some phonetic radicals appear twice 
within the same condition, 3 were repeated within SOSRST, 10 were repeated within 
SOSRDT and 4 were repeated within DODRDT.  (See Appendix C for a full list of 
the phonetic radical targets and their corresponding compound characters.) 
 An equal number of trials were created for the “no” responses.  The targets 
and the compound characters were mismatched to generate these responses.  Visual 
similarity and homophones (which are very common in Chinese) were controlled. 
Procedure 
 The timing of stimuli presentation and participant’s decision times were 
crucial in these experiments so PST response boxes3 with only 1.25 ms debounce 
period, were used in the data collection.  The manufacturer’s (PST) timing precision 
tests were also carried out to ensure that the stimuli stayed on-screen for the stipulated 
time, i.e., 43 ms, 57 ms and 85 ms.  There is a time audit procedure that records the 
time of all input and output events that occur providing a time stamp precise to the 
tenth of a millisecond, of all the events that occurred in the experiment.  This was 
used to confirm timing accuracy in the experiments, and indeed the target stimuli 
were presented for 43 ms (SD = 0.225), 57 ms (SD = 0.231), and 85 ms (SD = 0.213). 
 The target radicals and characters were presented in white on a black 
background on IBM Pentium-class computers.  The participants were seated about 
40cm from the screen in a dimly lit quiet room.  They were asked to judge whether a 
phonetic radical (target) was present in a compound Chinese character, using a key 
press on the response box with the index (“yes”) and middle fingers (“no”) of their 
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 right hand. Participants were briefed to be both accurate and fast.  No feedback was 
given due to the short SOA. 
All participants were given a practice block of 20 trials to familiarise them 
with the procedure before each session, followed by 240 experimental trials, (120 
“yes” and 120 “no” responses), with 40 trials at each level of phonetic regularity. The 
trials were presented randomly without replacement, and participants were free to 
pause after every 60 trials. 
 Each trial consisted of a fixation “+” appearing in the center of the screen for 
1000 ms, followed by a target radical for 43 ms or 57 ms or 85 ms, depending on the 
experimental session.  After the target offset, a compound Chinese character was 
presented and it remained on the screen until the participant pressed one of the two 
response keys, or until the maximum timeout of 2000 ms was reached. The next trial 
began with presentation of the fixation.  Refer to Table 4.1 for the sequence of a 
single trial. 
 
Table 4.1  Sequence of a single radical search trial 
Trial Stage Stimulus Duration 
Fixation + 1000 ms 
Target radical 千 43 ms / 57 ms / 85 ms 
Character 忏 Response, or timeout at 2000 ms
 
Results and Discussion 
 Six participants who were outliers for accuracy and reaction times were 
excluded from further analysis, leaving 36 participants, 12 in each order of 
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 counterbalancing.  The main analyses were based on latencies for correct "yes" 
responses.  The mean error rate for the three experiment sessions was 6.9% (SD = 
4.43), with no evidence of a speed-accuracy trade-off, and the mean error rates for all 
conditions are shown in Table 4.2. 
 
Table 4.2 Mean error rates and standard deviations for “yes” responses in 
Experiment 2 Radical Search 
 
SOA (ms) Phonetic regularity Mean error (%) Standard deviation 
43 SOSRST 7.3 4.43 
 SOSRDT 7.8 4.59 
 DODRDT 5.5 3.11 
57 SOSRST 8.0 4.88 
 SOSRDT 7.9 5.15 
 DODRDT 6.0 3.33 
85 SOSRST 6.7 5.04 
 SOSRDT 6.8 5.50 
 DODRDT 6.2 3.86 
 
 A mixed 3 (SOA) x 3 (phonetic regularity) x 3 (order) ANOVA was 
conducted using participant (Fp) and item (Fi) means.  The variables were SOA (43 
ms, 57 ms, 85 ms), Phonetic Regularity (SOSRST, SOSRDT, DODRDT), with Order 
of SOA sessions as a between participants factor.  The means and standard deviations 
of the response latencies are shown in Table 4.3. 
There was no main effect of order [Fp (2,33) = .396, p = .676, eta2 = .023] and 
order did not interact with SOA or phonetic regularity.  There was a main effect of 
SOA by participants and by items [Fp (2,66) = 17.032, p < .001, eta2 = .340; Fi 
(2,234) = 42.565, p <.001, eta2 = .267], and a main effect of phonetic regularity by 
participants [Fp (2,66) = 137.839, p < .001, eta2 = .807] and approaching significance 
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 by items Fi (2,117) = 6.823, p = .065, eta2 = .104].  As predicted, the SOA x phonetic 
regularity interaction was significant by participants [Fp (4,132) = 56.594, p <.001, 
eta2 = .632] and by items [Fi (4,234) = 10.395, p < .05, eta2 = .151]. 
 
Table 4.3 Means and standard deviations of correct “yes” response latencies in 
Experiment 2 Radical Search 
 





43 ms SOSRST 1 598.8 37.17
2 611.3 40.19
3 590.2 30.69
SOSRDT 1 597.8 36.71
2 608.8 38.84
3 590.3 30.85
DODRDT 1 600.1 36.22
2 612.2 39.27
3 591.1 31.10
57 ms SOSRST 1 555.9 68.10
2 585.3 44.75
3 551.9 64.48
SOSRDT 1 557.2 68.04
2 587.3 46.44
3 551.4 63.22
DODRDT 1 566.1 67.61
2 595.9 45.82
3 561.9 64.20
85 ms SOSRST 1 545.1 54.75
2 540.5 44.31
3 549.0 54.62
SOSRDT 1 557.3 53.96
2 553.7 44.82
3 563.0 54.77




Simple effects analyses4 showed that at an SOA of 43 ms, SOSRDT characters 
showed a small but significant latency advantage of 2 ms over DODRDT [t (35) = 
3.86, padjusted < .005, d= .042].  This is a very small time difference, but it might 
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 indicate that some support from syllable phonology becomes available as early as 43 
ms in the phonological processing of compound Chinese characters.  At an SOA of 57 
ms, a phonetic radical was searched 10 ms faster in SOSRST than in DODRDT 
condition [t (35) = 16.84, padjusted < .005, d= .20] and 9 ms faster in SOSRDT than in 
DODRDT condition [t (35) = 13.169, padjusted < .005, d= .18].  These results suggest 
that the syllable effect found at SOA of 43 ms is again present, and when given more 
exposure time to the target, the syllable phonology effect is stronger.  Furthermore, 
there is evidence suggesting that tonal phonology is also salient. 
At an SOA of 85 ms, SOSRST showed significant latency advantage of 13 ms 
over SOSRDT [t (35) = 9.238, padjusted < .005, d= .26] and 29 ms over DODRDT [t 
(35) = 10.165, padjusted < .005, d= .56].  A phonetic radical was searched 15 ms faster 
in SOSRDT than in DODRDT [t (35) = 7.211, padjusted < .005, d= .31].  Again, a 
syllable effect is found and this time, there is strong evidence that tonal phonology is 
































Figure 4.1 Mean response latencies for phonetic regularity across SOAs 
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 In general these results are consistent with hypotheses, as expected, I found 
main effects of phonetic regularity and SOA.  I was surprised to find a small but 
reliable syllable effect at 43 ms.  At 57 ms, like Perfetti and Tan (1998), and, H.-C. 
Chen and Shu (2001), I found a phonological effect, specifically it was a syllable 
phonology effect.  At 85 ms, Perfetti and Tan (1998) found lexical semantic 
information, and I found a syllable and tone effect. 
To summarise, the data from this radical search experiment suggests that 
phonetic regularity effect is salient even though the task, unlike rhyming (e.g., Taft & 
H.-C. Chen, 1992) or naming (e.g., Perfettti & Tan, 1998), does not require explicit 
phonological recoding.  Participants took a longer time to find a phonetic radical that 
has a completely different phonology (DODRDT) from the Chinese character.  As the 
SOA increases, (i.e., when the participants were given more time to view and process 
the target), they had more information and hence they were able to respond more 
quickly. 
Given the small syllable phonology effect at 43 ms, and the borderline effect 
of phonetic regularity by items, a manipulation check was warranted for stimuli and 
participants.  Experiment 3 in the following chapter describes how this manipulation 
check was carried out and the results of a reanalysis of Experiments 1 and 2. 
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 CHAPTER 5 EXPLICIT PHONOLOGICAL AWARENESS 
Experiment 3: Transcription Task 
Researchers implicitly assume that with careful selection of materials, and 
with careful screening of participants, stimuli in designated groups will be processed 
in similar ways.  This final experiment was designed to verify that the stimuli used in 
Experiments 1 and 2 were indeed perceived by participants to fall into the three levels 
of phonetic regularity (SOSRST, SOSRDT and DODRDT) used to separate syllable 
and tone phonology effects. 
 To be confident that the lexical decision and radical search experiments tapped 
the effect of phonetic regularity on processing, the minimum requirement is that 
participants know the phonology of the target phonetic radicals and the compound 
Chinese characters.  In lexical decision (Experiment 1), if the phonology of the 
compound characters in correct “yes” responses is not known, the participants could 
be responding according to orthographic familiarity without reference to phonology.  
In radical search (Experiment 2), if the participants know the phonology of the target 
phonetic radical and the phonology of the compound character, the search could be 
done visually or phonologically, or in combination (Harm & Seidenberg, in press).  If, 
however, the phonology of either the compound character, or the phonetic radical is 
not known, then the participants could only be searching for the target phonetic 
radical within the compound character visually, i.e., with no aid from phonology, or 
with incorrect phonology. 
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 The task of representing the pronunciation of characters in pinyin gives results 
very similar to the task of actually pronouncing the characters  (Shu, Anderson & Wu, 
2000).  Thus, the results of a transcription task will confirm which phonetic radicals 
and compound characters might be adding noise to the data because participants do 
not know, or do not use the standard Mandarin syllable and tone phonology. 
 I expected participants to know most of the phonetic radicals and compound 
characters, and to be more accurate in their transcription of compound characters in 
the SOSRST condition than the other two conditions, assuming that they had been 
taught to use the phonetic radical heuristic.  Shu, et al. (2000) found that the heuristic 
develops as readers of Chinese become more skilled. 
Method 
Participants 
 The same 42 undergraduates from Experiments 1 and 2 participated in 
Experiment 3, because it was a manipulation check on the stimuli of previous 
experiments. 
Design and stimuli 
 All the participants transcribed a total of 202 Chinese characters, 82 phonetic 
radicals and 120 compound Chinese characters.  The list of stimuli was compiled 
from the three levels of phonetic regularity in Experiments 1 and 2.  (Refer to 




 After the series of three radical search experiments, looking at SOAs and 
phonetic radicals (Experiment 2), all the participants were given the paper and pencil 
hanyu pinyin transcription task.  All the target radicals and the Chinese characters that 
had appeared in Experiments 1 and 2 were listed in random order, and participants 
were asked to transcribe the phonology of the characters using hanyu pinyin.  
Participants were instructed not to leave any blanks, and were encouraged to guess the 
phonology of items they were uncertain about. 
Results 
 The overall mean error rate for transcriptions was 22% (SD = 15.20).  The 
mean error rate for the transcription of phonetic radicals was 17% (SD = 5.47) and 
was attributable in part to the fact that some unfamiliar phonetic radicals are 
unfamiliar single characters in their own right.  For example,  戋 /jia#n/ may appear 
often as part of a compound Chinese character but participants are not sure about its 
reading when it is a single character.  The mean error rate for the transcription of 
compound characters was only 8% (SD = 4.00).  Refer to Figure 5.1 for a distribution 
of errors across conditions. 
 A one-way repeated measures ANOVA with 3 levels of phonetic regularity 
grouping was performed on the mean number of errors for compound characters.  The 
main effect of phonetic regularity was significant by participants [Fp (2,82) = 32.319, 
p<.001, eta2 = .441], and by items [Fi (2,117) = 4.802, p<.05, eta2 = .076].  Simple 
effects analyses revealed that participants made more mistakes in SOSRDT than in 
SOSRST [t (41) = 4.62, p < .001, d= .56], more mistakes in DODRDT than in 
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 SOSRDT [t (41) = 3.57, p < .005, d= .53], and more mistakes in DODRDT than in 


























Figure 5.1 Mean number of transcription errors in compound Chinese characters 
 
For the 202 transcribed stimuli, across all participants, 22 phonetic radical 
targets and 34 compound Chinese characters yielded error rates of more than 30%.  If 
the participants do not know the phonology for these characters, then the items are not 
representative of the phonetic regularity grouping and could have generated noise in 
the results of Experiments 1 and 2.  Furthermore, the results showed that the 
participants knowledge of phonology depends on regularity: they made errors in the 
order of SOSRST<SOSRDT<DODRDT.  They made the least number of errors when 
the phonetic radical and the Chinese character have exactly the same sound 
(SOSRST).  They made the most number of errors in the DODRDT condition since 
the phonetic radical is not useful in giving information on the reading of the Chinese 
character.  Note that participants tend to make more errors when they encounter a 
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 Chinese character that is only different from its phonetic radical in tone.  This is 
consistent with Cutler and H.-C. Chen’s (1997) findings. 
This manipulation check revealed considerable heterogeneity in terms of 
explicit phonological awareness, and the type of errors made suggested certain 
strategies were being used by participants to read unfamiliar Chinese characters.  As 
expected, one of the most common errors was the regularisation of the phonetic 
radical resulting in mistakes in the SOSRDT and DODRDT categories.  Participants 
tend to use the phonology of the phonetic radical to guess the reading of the 
compound Chinese character when they are unfamiliar with the compound Chinese 
characters.  This was the heuristic described by Shu and Anderson (1999).  There 
were also instances when the participants were unduly influenced by neighbourhood 
effects, i.e., when compound characters shared the same phonetic radical.  It would be 
interesting to get an insight into the way participants construct the sounds of 
unfamiliar Chinese characters.  These were consistent with the type of errors found in 
other experiments (Shu, et al., 2000).  A detailed qualitative analysis of the type of 
error data could reveal some reading rules used by proficient users of the Chinese 
language in Singapore.  However, it is beyond the scope of this study. 
 The most important point is that the default regularisation strategy probably 
serves to attenuate reaction time differences between the three levels of phonetic 
regularity in lexical decision (Experiment 1) and in radical search (Experiment 2).  
For this reason, I reanalysed the data from Experiments 1 and 2, treating the 
transcription errors as incorrect responses. 
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 Experiment 1 Lexical Decision Revisited 
The data from the same 42 participants from Experiment 2 was reanalysed.  
Trials involving the 22 phonetic radicals and 34 compound characters that yielded 
high errors (>30%) in the paper and pencil task (Experiment 3) were recoded as 
errors, leaving correct “yes” responses for 33 trials in SOSRST, 29 trials in SOSRDT 
and 24 trials in DODRDT. 
As before, the analyses were based on latencies for correct "yes" responses, 
but this time the overall error rate was increased by 22% due to the manipulation 
check.  A one-way repeated measures ANOVA was carried out on mean reaction 
latencies and the results are tabulated in Table 5.1. 
 
Table 5.1 Comparison of analyses of Experiment 1 Lexical Decision 
Phonetic regularity by Initial Analysis Post-check Analysis 
Participants Fp (2,82) = 1.599 
p = .208 
eta2 = .038 
Fp (2,82) = 3.392 
p < .05 
eta2 = .076 
Items Not done since Fp not 
significant 
Fi (2,83) = 1.120 
p = .331 
eta2 = .026 
 
The main effect of phonetic regularity became significant by participants [Fp 
(2,82) = 3.392, p < .05, eta2 = .076, power = .624], but was still not significant by 
items.  Simple effects analyses revealed that the DODRDT condition showed 
significant latency advantage (21 ms) over SOSRST [t (41) = 2.33, p < .05, d= .17], 
and SOSRDT was slower than DODRDT [t (41) = 2.15, p < .05, d= .17] (see Figure 
5.2).  Lexical decision is widely seen as a gauge in lexical access, and it seems that 
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 the more regular the relationship of the phonetic radical and its compound character, 
the more time it takes for the participants to say “yes” to a Chinese character.  In other 
words, the “phonology-hurts” effect found by Ziegler et al. (1997), is manifested in 






























Figure 5.2 Mean response latencies in lexical decision after recoding of 
transcription errors 
 
Experiment 2 Radical Search Revisited 
Data from the same 36 participants in Experiment 2 radical search was also 
reanalysed.  Trials involving the 22 phonetic radicals and 34 compound characters 
that yielded high errors in the paper and pencil task (Experiment 3) were again 
recoded as errors, leaving correct “yes” responses for 28 trials in SOSRST, 23 trials in 
SOSRDT and 16 trials in DODRDT.  As before, the analyses were based on latencies 
for correct "yes" responses. 
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  A 3 x 3 x 2 mixed ANOVA was conducted using participant (Fp) and item (Fi) 
means.  The variables were SOA (43 ms, 57 ms, 85 ms), phonetic regularity 
(SOSRST, SOSRDT, DODRDT), and order of SOA sessions (between participants).  
The results are shown in Table 5.2. 
 
Table 5.2 Comparison of analyses of Experiment 2 Radical Search 
Source Initial Analysis Post-check Analysis 
SOA Fp (2,66) = 17.032 
p < .001 
eta2 = .340 
Fp (2,66) = 21.195 
p < .001 
eta2 = .562 
 Fi (2,234) = 42.565 
p <.001 
eta2 = .267 
Fi (2,128) = 18.628 
p <.001 
eta2 = .225 
Phonetic regularity Fp (2,66) = 137.839 
p < .001 
eta2 = .807 
Fp (2,66) = 74.565 
p < .001 
eta2 = .693 
 Fi (2,117) = 6.823 
p = .065 
eta2 = .104 
Fi (2,64) = 12.214 
p <.001 
eta2 = .276 
SOA x Phonetic regularity Fp (4,132) = 56.594 
p <.001 
eta2 = .632 
Fp (4,132) = 39.736 
p < .001 
eta2 = .546 
 Fi (4,234) = 10.395 
p < .05 
eta2 = .151 
Fi (4,128) = 13.521 
p <.001 
eta2 = .297 
 
As before, there was no main effect of order [Fp (2,33) = .842, p = .440, eta2 = 
.049] and order did not interact with SOA or phonetic regularity.  There was a main 
effect of SOA by participants and by items [Fp (2,66) = 21.195, p < .001, eta2 = .562; 
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 Fi (2,128) = 18.628, p <.001, eta2 = .225], and a main effect of phonetic regularity by 
participants and items [Fp (2,66) = 74.565, p < .001, eta2 = .693; Fi (2,64) = 12.214, p 
<.001, eta2 = .276].  Again, as predicted, the SOA x phonetic regularity interaction 
was significant by participants [Fp (4,132) = 39.736, p < .001, eta2 = .546] and by 
items Fi (4,128) = 13.521, p <.001, eta2 = .297].  Note that, as expected, the items are 
now a more homogeneous representation of their phonetic regularity grouping. 
These results confirm that the phonetic regularity effect is salient in radical 
search, and indicate that the way participants search for a phonetic radical is 
dependent on the phonological relationship between the phonetic radical and the 
whole Chinese character. 
Simple effects analyses showed that at SOA of 43 ms, SOSRDT showed 
significant latency advantage of 9 ms over DODRDT [t (35) = 6.43, padjusted < .005, d= 
.209].  This clearly indicates that syllable phonology starts as early as 43 ms in the 
phonological processing of compound Chinese characters.  At SOA of 57 ms, a 
phonetic radical was searched 23 ms faster in SOSRST than in DODRDT condition [t 
(35) = 22.52, padjusted < .005, d= .506] and 17 ms faster in SOSRDT than in DODRDT 
condition [t (35) = 18.78, padjusted < .005, d= .361].  These results confirmed that the 
syllable effect found at SOA of 43 ms is again present, and when given more 
exposure time to the target, the syllable phonology effect is stronger.  Furthermore, 
there is some evidence suggesting that tonal phonology is salient as early as 57 ms. 
At SOA of 85 ms, SOSRST showed a significant latency advantage of 24 ms 
over SOSRDT [t (35) = 23.97, padjusted < .005, d= .528] and 39 ms over DODRDT [t 
(35) = 47.83, padjusted < .005, d= .850].  A phonetic radical was searched 14 ms faster 
in SOSRDT than in DODRDT [t (35) = 15.63, padjusted < .005, d= .322].  Again, the 
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 syllable effect is found and this time, there is very strong evidence that tonal 


































Figure 5.3 Mean response latencies in radical search after recoding of 
transcription errors 
 
These results strengthen those found in the initial analysis of Experiment 2.  
The results in Experiment 2 assumed that the participants know the phonology of all 
the Chinese characters presented in the experiment.  This is the same assumption 
made in most, if not all, experiments.  By taking into account the participants’ 
phonological knowledge of the stimuli, I have made the items more representative of 
the phonetic regularity groupings.  Although the general trend of the interaction is the 
same as in Experiment 2, the effect sizes have increased and there is a solid main 
effect of phonetic regularity by items. 
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 CHAPTER 6 GENERAL DISCUSSION 
In lexical decision (Experiment 1), I predicted that if the “phonology-hurts” 
effect applies in Chinese lexical decision then the time taken to say “yes” to a Chinese 
character would be in the order of SOSRST > SOSRDT > DODRDT. 
 In radical search (Experiment 2), given the findings in previous studies, I 
predicted main effects of phonetic regularity (e.g., Ye & Connine, 1999; Cutler & H. -
C. Chen, 1997, Taft & H.-C. Chen,1992) and SOA (e.g., H.-C. Chen & Shu, 2001; 
Perfetti & Tan, 1998; Tan, Hoosain & Peng, 1995; Perfetti & Zhang, 1991) but more 
importantly, I expected to find no syllable or tone effect at 43 ms.  At 57 ms, a 
phonological effect was found by Perfetti and Tan (1998), and, H.-C. Chen and Shu 
(2001), hence I expected to find a syllable phonology effect.  At 85 ms, Perfetti and 
Tan (1998) found lexical semantic information, so I expected to find a tone effect, 
otherwise participants cannot differentiate between the many homophones in Chinese. 
Synopsis of Findings 
Lexical Decision (Experiment 1) 
Phonetic regularity did not seem to play an important role in character 
recognition under normal presentation time (Experiment 1) and when noise (hanyu 
pinyin transcription errors) was removed and the data reanalysed, it was clear that 
phonetic regularity hinders lexical access.  Participants responded fastest when a 
Chinese character is in DODRDT condition and about the same speed when the 
Chinese character is in SOSRST and SOSRDT conditions, suggesting that “syllable-
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 phonology-hurts”, not tone phonology.  However, the effect was not significant by 
items, suggesting that further work is needed to clarify reliability. 
Radical Search (Experiment 2) 
More interestingly, phonetic regularity is critical for the search of a phonetic 
radical in a compound Chinese character.  Main effects of phonetic regularity and 
SOA were found by participants and items.  Participants took the longest time to find 
a phonetic radical that has a completely different phonology (DODRDT) from a 
Chinese character.  As target SOA increases from 43 ms to 85 ms (i.e., when the 
participants were given more time to view and process the target), they had more 
information and hence they were able to respond more quickly.  A syllable phonology 
effect was present as early as 43 ms and tone phonology effect appeared at 85 ms.  
The items were significantly different across the conditions, unlike in the lexical 
decision task, suggesting that there could be paradigm-specific differences. 
Transcription Task (Experiment 3) 
Participants were affected by the grouping of the Chinese characters since they 
exhibit different error behaviour in a hanyu pinyin transcription task of the stimuli 
used in previous experiments.  They made the least number of errors when the 
phonetic radical and the Chinese character have exactly the same syllable and tone 
phonology (SOSRST).  They made the most number of errors in the DODRDT 
condition since the phonetic radical is not useful in giving information on the reading 
of the Chinese character.  They also tend to make more errors when they encounter a 
Chinese character that is only different from its phonetic radical in tone (SOSRDT). 
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  When the erroneous items were dropped and the results of Experiment 2 were 
reanalysed, the results were consistent with those found previously.  Further, phonetic 
regularity was significant by items and the effect sizes for all the interactions became 
bigger. 
Role of Phonetic Radical across Paradigms and SOAs 
 It was evident in Experiment 1 (LDT) that participants exhibit different 
responses to different levels of phonetic regularity.  Under normal presentation 
condition, the phonetic regularity actually slowed down the responses of participants.  
Furthermore, in radical search, at different SOAs, it was clear that phonological 
recoding takes place as early as 43 ms.  At this short SOA, participants are able to 
retrieve the phonological information of the phonetic radical and this information aids 
or slows down their search in the Chinese characters.  At first these findings seem 
counter intuitive yet taken together, they offer a means of reconciling previous work.  
When the heterogeneity of stimuli and participants is minimised, the outcome is 
consistent with the view that prelexical syllable phonology plays some role in skilled 
reading of Chinese characters, but tonal phonology is necessarily postlexical. 
These results for Chinese offer partial support for Cutler and H.-C. Chen’s 
(1997) work on processing by Cantonese speakers.  In their auditory lexical decision 
task, it was found that either a vowel difference, or a tone difference alone, is more 
likely to be overlooked and result in a nonword being erroneously accepted as a real 
word.  Likewise, a syllable difference was found in phonetic regularity in lexical 
decision of my study. 
In Cutler and H.-C. Chen’s two other experiments, the disyllabic stimuli were 
presented in pairs and the participants had to judge if each pair was identical.  The 
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 results showed that when participants were presented with a pair of syllables differing 
only in tone, their responses were slow and they made a relatively high number of 
errors.  A third experiment repeated what was done in the second experiment on non-
native speakers of Cantonese (Dutch).  The trend was similar leading the researchers 
to conclude that the task is purely perceptual and not dependent on language 
proficiency.  However, it seems that the listening process in these two experiments 
may not be purely perceptual tasks given that only the native speakers showed lexical 
knowledge.  Comparing the words and nonwords are meaningless unless the 
participants processed them as such.  Moreover, Ye and Connine (1999) replicated the 
study in Mandarin and examined whether a tone disadvantage persists for syllables 
processed in a meaningful context.  They found that tone processing is not just a 
simple perceptual process void of lexical involvement but is highly lexically involved.  
Likewise, in my study, Experiment 2 on radical search could be done by non-native 
speakers, in theory, but the results would have no bearing on the processing of 
Chinese characters since they would only be using a pattern matching strategy and 
there would be no phonetic regularity effect.  This is outside the scope of this thesis, 
but it is an interesting direction for future research. 
 To summarise, the results of my study are consistent with Cutler and H.-C. 
Chen (1997) in that tonal phonology arrives later than syllable phonology; and that 
lexical-semantic effects are later at SOA of 85 ms (Perfetti & Tan, 1998).  This seems 
to suggest that phonological recoding is automatic even in tasks that only require 
visual processing. 
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 Models of Chinese Character Recognition: Similar to English? 
Are Chinese characters read visually, by means of a direct map from 
orthography to semantics, or phonologically, by mapping from orthography to 
phonology to semantics?  A recent corpus for Chinese based on connectionist 
principles (Shu, X. Chen, Anderson, Wu, & Xuan, 2003), showed that a large 
percentage of Chinese words consist of phonological and semantic components that 
jointly provide cues to the word’s meaning.  Thus, the visual and phonological 
processes in the model are realised by components of the words themselves.  
Although the components in isolation may be ambiguous, the conjunction of the 
components significantly constrains identification.  Shu et al.’s analyses suggest that 
Chinese has much in common with English with respect to the nature of the mapping 
between the written, spoken, and semantic codes for words (Harm & Seidenberg, in 
press).  The irregular mappings tend to be for the higher frequency words, so using 
the heuristic of reading compound character according to its phonetic radical will be 
more successful for low frequency compound characters. 
 Given the evidence of pre and post lexical processing of syllable and tone 
phonology, it is not clear if DRC or PDP would fit in terms of models.  This suggests 
that Chinese processing might be more different from English than some models seem 
to imply (e.g., Taft & Zhu, 1997a; Zhou & Marslen-Wilson, 1997; Perfetti & Tan, 
1999). 
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 Future Research 
 In this thesis, I have shown that the phonetic radical is a useful component to 
phonological lexical access of low frequency Chinese compound characters with left-
right configuration (a semantic radical on the left and a phonetic radical on the right.  
However, a Chinese character may not always be regular and consistent.  Hence 
regularity and consistency are important factors to consider.  This thesis is about 
regularity, but it is pertinent that future research should also investigate the effects of 
consistency in single compound Chinese characters. 
Methodological Implications 
 Researchers must be cautious when interpreting results of replication studies 
from different laboratories.  The variability of the language competence of the 
participants can result in differences in outcomes (Perfetti & Tan, 1998 vs. H.-C. 
Chen & Shu, 2001).  In this thesis, I controlled for participants proficiency by careful 
screening of the participants through the language background questionnaire and the 
battery of language proficiency tests.  Despite this, as shown in Experiment 3, a 
manipulation check on the stimuli was still worthwhile.  A manipulation check of 
stimuli and participants allowed noise reduction in the data due to unrepresentative 
stimuli. 
 The nature of the Chinese script makes it particularly likely that proficiency, 
usage and pedagogy affect reading skills.  H.-C. Chen and Shu (2001) highlighted the 
importance of replication in the study of Chinese reading and processes, especially 
since there are many differences (in tasks, materials, participants, etc.) between 
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1. I have started a local database of Chinese characters to facilitate stimulus 
selection for this thesis.  Since the data was collected, a comprehensive database of 
Chinese characters has been completed (Shu, Chen, Anderson, Wu, & Xuan, 2003) in 
China.  A Singapore version of such a database would be of benefit to local 
researchers studying the psycholinguistics of Chinese in Singapore, and to teachers. 
There are seven categories for phonetic regularity in Shu et al.’s (2003) database: 
i. The character has the same pronunciation as its phonetic, including the tone. 
ii. The character has the same syllable as its phonetic but a different tone. 
iii. The character has the same final as its phonetic but a different onset. The tone 
can be the same or different. 
iv. The character has the same onset as its phonetic but a different final. The tone 
can be the same or different. 
v. The character is pronounced with a totally different syllable from its phonetic. 
The tone can be the same or different. 
vi. Either the character or the phonetic has more than one pronunciation. 
vii. The character lost its original phonetic sometime in the past. 
 
2. Only one phonetic radical 且 has more than one reading, /qie&/and /ju#/.  
However, the second reading is very uncommon and the transcription data in 
Experiment 3 showed that 81% of the participants transcribed 且 correctly and only 
/qie&/ reading was known to the participants. 
 
3. It is important to realise that computer input devices typically introduce timing 
delay.  Segalowitz and Graves (1990) provide a good summary of tests of commercial 
input devices and a methodology to test the timing of computer devices. They found 
that a keyboard has up to 15 ms delay whilst the PST serial response box has only 
1.25 ms delay. 
 
4. Bonferroni was used for all simple effects tests and the reported p-values have 
already been adjusted. 
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 Language Background Questionnaire 
 
Full Name: Sex: Male / Female 
Home Tel: PGR: Email: 
Handedness: Left / Right HP: Age: 
 
1. Language Proficiency 
 
Please write down a number to show which languages you SPEAK / READ / WRITE or USE 
AT HOME.  For example, if you speak English best, put a number 1 next to the word 
“English”; if you speak Mandarin second best, put a number 2 next to the word “Mandarin”; 
if you cannot speak, read or write one of the languages, put a 0 next to that language. 
 
Also, please report the age at which you started SPEAKING / READING / WRITING or 
USING AT HOME each of the languages that you know.  For example, you may have started 
speaking English at home (age = 1 year) but you did not start reading English under 
kindergarten (age = 5 years).  If you cannot remember exactly, make an educated guess. 
 
Language Speak Starting Age 
English   
Mandarin   
Chinese Dialect: (specify)   
Others: (specify)   
Language Read Starting Age 
English   
Mandarin   
Others: (specify)   
Language Write Starting Age 
English   
Mandarin   
Others: (specify)   
Language Use Most At Home Starting Age 
English   
Mandarin   
Chinese Dialect: (specify)   
Others: (specify)   
 
2. School Examination Grades 
 
Please report examination grades for ALL languages. 
Language ‘O’ Level ‘AO’ Level (GP) Other Certificates: 
(specify) 
English    
Mandarin    
Others: (specify)    
 
Have you previously taken Mandarin as a first language?  Yes  No 
Have you previously taken Chinese Literature at the “A level”?  Yes  No 
Are you presently taking or have taken Chinese Language modules in NUS?   Yes  No 





 Chinese Homophone Matching Test 
Please tick (9) the character that sounds identical to the target 
e.g.     叶   业 9  也    爷   野  
    Target   Choose ONE of these four Characters  
1.毁   挥  悔  会  回 
2.妻   奇  起  期  气 
3.游   友  诱  邮  忧 
4.持   翅  吃  齿  池 
5.系   希  喜  习  戏 
6.箱   详  象  香  想 
7.舵   躲  夺  多  惰 
8.属   树  鼠  书  赎 
9.倾   请  轻  情  庆 
10.碍   爱  挨  矮  哀 
11.夜   爷  椰  叶  野 
12.吉   机  急  计  挤 
13.还   缓  患  欢  环 
14.指   职  制  纸  知 
15.颗   客  咳  科  渴 
16.楚   出  畜  厨  储 
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 17.姓   醒  行  幸  星 
18.比   逼  闭  笔  鼻 
19.身   绳  声  省  盛 
20.同   痛  统  童  通 
21.住   竹  煮  助  猪 
22.接   解  街  界  杰 
23.仇   抽  愁  丑  臭 
24.府   妇  夫  福  斧 
25.答   大  打  搭  达 
26.全   权  劝  圈  犬 
27.丰   封  逢  讽  奉 
28.艺   椅  遗  意  医 
29.费   肥  匪  飞  废 
30.毯   叹  贪  坦  谈 
31.怦   捧  碰  烹  朋 
32.矩   居  局  具  举 
33.犯   烦  翻  饭  返 
34.呼   忽  虎  护  湖 
35.刘   六  流  溜  柳 
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 36.千   浅  钱  牵  歉 
37.瞧   敲  俏  巧  桥 
38.引   饮  音  银  印 
39.演   厌  眼  颜  烟 
40.设   蛇  舍  社  奢 
41.啼   提  替  体  梯 
42.劳   酪  牢  老  捞 
43.婴   英  影  迎  硬 
44.川   喘  串  船  穿 
45.帝   地  滴  敌  底 
46.要   咬  妖  药  摇 
47.尾   威  卫  维  伟 
48.凸   图  突  土  兔 
49.泪   勒  雷   类   磊 
50.笆   把  拔   巴   霸 
51.斋   债  宅   摘   窄 
52.裁   财  菜   彩   猜 
53.戒   节  借   接   姐 
54.悬   眩  选   玄   宣 
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 55. 语    迂   玉   鱼   雨 
56. 倘    躺   汤   堂   趟 
57. 频    品   聘   拼   贫 
58. 妒    督   赌   度   毒 
59. 郭    国   锅   过   果 
60. 血    谢   鞋   写   歇 
61. 压    鸦   讶   雅   牙 
62. 恙    样   央   养   阳 
63. 原    远   冤   院   圆 
64. 显    闲   仙   险   线 
65. 时    石   始   事   师 
66. 假    家   夹   甲   驾 
67. 售    瘦   收   熟   手 
68. 陶    逃   讨   滔   套 
69. 瘟    问   稳   温   文 
70. 献    贤   显   羡   鲜 
71. 舞    屋   武   无   物 
72. 辞     此   词   次   疵 
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 Chinese Character Transcription Test 
Please write the hanyu pinyin transcription, including tone marking with numerals, for 
each of these Chinese characters.  Please answer ALL items.  E.g. 起 qi (3) 
 
1 胜  2 记  3 姑  
         
4 缔  5 订  6 坟  
         
7 板  8 蚊  9 论  
         
10 饼  11 粽  12 踌  
         
13 抽  14 浩  15 胎  
         
16 旺  17 扯  18 妃  
         
19 扰  20 袖  21 消  
         
22 魂  23 庞  24 村  
         
25 庇  26 持  27 枯  
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 28 拙  29 抹  30 汗  
         
31 碑  32 姓  33 拱  
         
34 饱  35 特  36 牲  
         
37 锈  38 供  39 脍  
         
40 柚  41 讨  42 打  
         
43 犹  44 猖  45 疼  
         
46 拢  47 批  48 酷  
         
49 优  50 精  51 肝  
         
52 唱  53 始  54 仙  
         
55 脾  56 宠  57 洪  
         
58 瑰  59 清  60 迨  
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 61 猜  62 沫  63 珑  
         
64 讪  65 社  66 绘  
         
67 跑  68 叮  69 拼  
         
70 抬  71 愧  72 晴  
         
73 肚  74 皈  75 涛  
         
76 厅  77 伦  78 嫖  
         
79 诱  80 终  81 咚  
         
82 埋  83 淙  84 理  
         
85 趾  86 灿  87 杞  
         
88 悄  89 油  90 奸  
         
91 饭  92 较  93 返  
         
94 胞  95 踪  96 咬  
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SOSRST SOSRDT DODRDT 
叭 ba# 饱 ba&o 肥 fe@i 
胞 ba#o 倡 cha$ng 牌 pa@i 
伴 ba$n 绌 chu$ 驯 xu@n 
碑 be#i 础 chu& 脱 tuo# 
槽 ca@o 瞪 de$ng 侈 chi& 
嘈 ca@o 订 di$ng 弥 mi@ 
猖 cha#ng 冻 do$ng 徘 pa@i 
陲 chui@ 栋 do$ng 狐 hu@ 
棰 chui@ 贩 fa$n 鞋 xie@ 
钉 di#ng 舫 fa&ng 棵 ke# 
递 di$ 搞 ga&o 揭 jie# 
逗 do$u 稿 ga&o 谅 lia$ng 
哆 duo# 估 gu# 妃 fe#i 
迩 e&r 咕 gu# 耕 ge#ng 
啡 fe#i 瑰 gui# 残 ca@n 
俸 fe$ng 褐 he$ 诲 hui$ 
纲 ga#ng 圾 ji# 扔 re#ng 
镜 ji$ng 狡 jia&o 玻 bo# 
阱 ji&ng 矩 ju& 秤 che$ng 
级 ji@ 跨 kua$ 忏 cha$n 
抗 ka$ng 垮 kua& 坎 ka&n 
栏 la@n 狸 li@ 砍 ka&n 
拦 la@n 拢 lo&ng 租 zu# 
粒 li$ 梅 me@i 粗 cu# 
码 ma& 膜 mo@ 钓 dia$o 
漠 mo$ 妮 ni# 迭 die@ 
奶 na&i 披 pi# 涛 ta#o 
泥 ni@ 瞟 pia&o 遮 zhe# 
坪 pi@ng 嫖 pia@o 讳 hui$ 
迁 qia#n 晴 qi@ng 措 cuo$ 
违 we@i 讪 sha$n 晒 sha$i 
蚊 we@n 炫 xua$n 洒 sa& 
妖 ya#o 眩 xua$n 醋 cu$ 
姻 yi#n 亿 yi$ 沃 wo$ 
踊 yo&ng 忆 yi$ 扰 ra&o 
犹 yo@u 镇 zhe$n 抽 cho#u 
酯 zhi& 脂 zhi# 净 ji$ng 
址 zhi& 驻 zhu$ 绪 xu$ 
株 zhu# 柱 zhu$ 惟 we@i 
踪 zo#ng 粽 zo$ng 悼 da$o 
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Target  Chinese character  
八 ba# 叭 ba# 
兰 la@n 栏 la@n 
冈 ga#ng 纲 ga#ng 
千 qia#n 迁 qia#n 
半 ba$n 伴 ba$n 
因 yi#n 姻 yi#n 
垂 chui@ 棰 chui@ 
夭 ya#o 妖 ya#o 
奉 fe$ng 俸 fe$ng 
弟 di$ 递 di$ 
文 we@n 蚊 we@n 
曹 ca@o 嘈 ca@o 
朱 zhu# 株 zhu# 
止 zhi& 址 zhi& 
甬 yo&ng 踊 yo&ng 
立 li$ 粒 li$ 
竟 ji$ng 镜 ji$ng 
豆 do$u 逗 do$u 
马 ma& 码 ma& 
亢 ka$ng 抗 ka$ng 
包 ba#o 胞 ba#o 
卑 be#i 碑 be#i 
曹 ca@o 槽 ca@o 
昌 cha#ng 猖 cha#ng 
垂 chui@ 陲 chui@ 
丁 di#ng 钉 di#ng 
多 duo# 哆 duo# 
尔 e&r 迩 e&r 
非 fe#i 啡 fe#i 
井 ji&ng 阱 ji&ng 
及 ji@ 级 ji@ 
兰 la@n 拦 la@n 
莫 mo$ 漠 mo$ 
乃 na&i 奶 na&i 
尼 ni@ 泥 ni@ 
平 pi@ng 坪 pi@ng 
韦 we@i 违 we@i 
尤 yo@u 犹 yo@u 
旨 zhi& 酯 zhi& 




Target  Chinese character  
交 jia#o 狡 jia&o 
出 chu# 础 chu& 
反 fa&n 贩 fa$n 
古 gu& 估 gu# 
东 do#ng 冻 do$ng 
夸 kua# 跨 kua$ 
宗 zo#ng 粽 zo$ng 
山 sha#n 讪 sha$n 
主 zhu& 柱 zhu$ 
巨 ju$ 矩 ju& 
方 fa#ng 舫 fa&ng 
旨 zhi& 脂 zhi# 
乙 yi& 忆 yi$ 
登 de#ng 瞪 de$ng 
真 zhe#n 镇 zhe$n 
票 pia$o 嫖 pia@o 
莫 mo$ 膜 mo@ 
青 qi#ng 晴 qi@ng 
高 ga#o 搞 ga&o 
鬼 gui& 瑰 gui# 
包 ba#o 饱 ba&o 
昌 cha#ng 倡 cha$ng 
出 chu# 绌 chu$ 
丁 di#ng 订 di$ng 
东 do#ng 栋 do$ng 
高 ga#o 稿 ga&o 
古 gu& 咕 gu# 
曷 he@ 褐 he$ 
及 ji@ 圾 ji# 
夸 kua# 垮 kua& 
里 li& 狸 li@ 
龙 lo@ng 拢 lo&ng 
每 me&i 梅 me@i 
尼 ni@ 妮 ni# 
皮 pi@ 披 pi# 
票 pia$o 瞟 pia&o 
玄 xua@n 炫 xua$n 
玄 xua@n 眩 xua$n 
乙 yi& 亿 yi$ 




Target  Chinese character  
京 ji#ng 谅 lia$ng 
且 qie& 粗 cu# 
卓 zhuo# 悼 da$o 
多 duo# 侈 chi& 
失 shi# 迭 die@ 
寿 sho$u 涛 ta#o 
尤 yo@u 扰 ra&o 
川 chua#n 驯 xu@n 
己 ji& 妃 fe#i 
巴 ba# 肥 fe@i 
平 pi@ng 秤 che$ng 
乃 na&i 扔 re#ng 
昔 xi# 醋 cu$ 
欠 qia$n 砍 ka&n 
每 me&i 诲 hui$ 
瓜 gua# 狐 hu@ 
争 zhe#ng 净 ji$ng 
者 zhe& 绪 xu$ 
西 xi# 晒 sha$i 
井 ji&ng 耕 ge#ng 
卑 be#i 牌 pa@i 
兑 dui$ 脱 tuo# 
尔 e&r 弥 mi@ 
非 fe#i 徘 pa@i 
圭 gui# 鞋 xie@ 
果 guo& 棵 ke# 
曷 he@ 揭 jie# 
戋 jia#n 残 ca@n 
皮 pi@ 玻 bo# 
千 qia#n 忏 cha$n 
欠 qia$n 坎 ka&n 
且 qie& 租 zu# 
勺 sha@o 钓 dia$o 
庶 shu$ 遮 zhe# 
韦 we@i 讳 hui$ 
昔 xi# 措 cuo$ 
西 xi# 洒 sa& 
夭 ya#o 沃 wo$ 
由 yo@u 抽 cho#u 
隹 zhui# 惟 we@i 
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